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ABSTRACT 

Arboleda, L. L. Y. (2014). Ave Aves (Hail to the Birds), Unpublished Undergraduate 

Thesis, University of the Philippines College of Mass Communication. 

 AVE AVES is an experimental film about the process of accepting oneself. The 

process is dissected by the different personas of the filmmaker: The Hunter, The Man, 

and The Bird. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Ave Aves (Hail to the Birds) is a sixteen minute film about the process of the 

filmmaker on accepting who he is. The film used the imagery of the bird which 

symbolizes freedom. In this case, the bird is caged in its own nest and also trapped in his 

mother’s womb. 

 Ave Aves is divided into the filmmaker’s three personas: The Hunter, The Man, 

and The Bird. 

 The Hunter is the personification of the filmmaker’s want to kill a certain part if 

himself but later transforms to the acceptance of metamorphosis. The Man is the 

filmmaker’s relationship to his mother. The cave represents as his mother’s womb. The 

Man is first seen underwater in the cave with an umbilical cord in his mouth. The Bird is 

the filmmaker’s current self. It is also an observation of a bird’s life: where it gets its 

nutrition, regurgitation, molting, and the resurrection from the ashes. 

 These three personas live simultaneously. They are one. Thus Ave Aves is a single 

flow of consciousness.  



II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A. FILM 

 The film Tony Takitani (2004) heavily influenced the filmmaker’s aesthetic in 

cinematography to convey emotion. The film was adapted by Director Jun Ichikawa from 

Haruki Murakami’s short story. The film follows the life of Tony, a Japanese with an 

americanized name, who grew up mostly alone for his father travelled a lot. The film’s 

cinematography is very symmetrical. Subjects are placed dead center with a lot of 

negative space. The shots are lingering. These techniques helped amplify Tony’s 

situation: alone and lonely. In Ave Aves, these techniques were also used to bear the same 

emotions. The filmmaker tried to use long takes and negative space to immerse the 

audience more into the film. He aims for each sequence to be more than just an image but 

also an emotion.  

 Lars von Trier’s Melancholia (2011) have influenced both the emotion and visual 

aspects of Ave Aves. Melancholia revolves around the lives of two sisters Justine and 

Claire but it is also the name of the planet that is about to collide with Earth. Justine who 

is depressed remained calm during Melancholia’s arrival. This suggests that someone 

who is already melancholic would not go down any further because he/she is already at 

the lowest. The only way to live is to accept that the world is ending. This goes the same 

with Ave Aves. The unending cycle of trying to fight who you are lead to oneself’s 

exhaustion. Thus the remaining thing to do is accept who you are and the calmness will 

come to you.  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 The first image in Melancholia’s opening sequence is a close up of Justine’s face 

with dead birds falling in the background. This image influenced the filmmaker in a 

sequence in his film. In Ave Aves, the rain of dead birds is seen after the acceptance of 

oneself. The rain of dead birds signifies the others who have failed to accept themselves 

and gave up to their Hunter. 

B. ACADEMIC LITERATURE 

 The title Ave Aves was derived from Ave Maria. Ave meaning hail in Latin while 

Aves is Latin for the class of birds. Hail to the Birds implies not only to the film’s main 

topic about birds but also to the filmmaker’s acceptance of his identity: hailing a man’s 

bird. 

 The sequences of The Bird in the film is patterned to the behavior of a bird in its 

daily life. These traits are also patterned to the filmmaker’s behavior regarding his 

identity.  The diet of a bird varies in its environment and are known to swallow its food 

whole. In the film, The Bird is seen unearthing for food and is later choking with a worm. 

This is also a suggestion of being choked with something phallic.  

 Birds are known to be overly protective of their young. Parental care is present 

until after hatching. Regurgitation is a bird behavior done to feed its loved one. It is seen 

as a sign of love. In the film, this behavior is seen after the sequence where The Man 

pulls out the umbilical cord from his throat. These two sequences show the love between 

the son and its mother even after the separation. 
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 Molting is a bird behavior in which feathers are shed as it matures. The point of 

maturity in the film is the surrendering and acceptance of oneself’s identity. And the 

molting of the feathers happens after. 

C. MYTHOLOGY 

A Phoenix is a mythical bird that is reborn by rising from its own ashes. This mythical 

bird covered in red and gold feathers is known in different cultures: Egyptian, Greek, 

Roman, Classical Arabian, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and even Native American. All of 

these cultures see that the Phoenix is connected with the sun. It is believed that the sun 

gave powers to the bird and gave it the power of regeneration in order to live young and 

strong again. The bird will offer itself to the flames and will rise again. The Phoenix has a 

similarity with Jose de la Cruz’s Ibong Adarna. A bird known to also have the power of 

regeneration and heal people with its tears. In Ave Aves, after molting, the nest of The 

Bird burns down and the filmmaker used the phoenix as an image of the metamorphosis 

to a new self: The Bird rising with golden wings. 

D. FASHION 

 The costume of The Hunter has Arabic influences. It is inspired by the traditional 

clothing of the Bedouin or the desert dwellers. They wear a basic dress called a thawb 

and a coat called an aba. These are usually in blue and black but also has a red variation. 

Only Bedouin women wear jewelry and this is an important detail used in the film. The 

Hunter is seen wearing gold ornaments: layers of necklaces and rings on all of his fingers. 

The fashion is an important visual in order to layer the character’s identity and sew 

together the mythical theme of the whole film. 
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E. MUSIC 

 Only one song was used for the entirety of the film. Blackbird (1968) by the 

Beatles plays during the closing credits.   

 BLACKBIRD 

 Blackbird singing in the dead of night 
 Take these broken wings and learn to fly 
 All your life 
 You were only waiting for this moment to arise. 

 Blackbird singing in the dead of night 
 Take these sunken eyes and learn to see 
 All your life 
 You were only waiting for this moment to be free. 

 Blackbird fly Blackbird fly 
 Into the light of the dark black night. 

 Blackbird fly Blackbird fly 
 Into the light of the dark black night. 

 Blackbird singing in the dead of night 
 Take these broken wings and learn to fly 
 All your life 
 You were only waiting for this moment to arise 
 You were only waiting for this moment to arise 
 You were only waiting for this moment to arise. 

 The lyrics of the song encompasses the filmmaker’s emotion and need to stand up 

for himself, to finally accept who he is, be reborn, and learn to fly.  
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III. FRAMEWORK 

A. SEMIOTICS 

 The use of the signifier, the sound-image, and the signified,  the concept or 

meaning, to perform metaphors in the film, enables the filmmaker to transpose or 

displace the rawness of emotions into different visual images. This makes it possible for 

the filmmaker to layer meaning to a signifier.  For example, the use of the bird as the 

signifier are given multiple concepts: bird as bird, bird as man, and bird as man’s bird.  

B. FETISHISM 

 The character’s unconscious on fetishism in the film is explored through the 

following: the metaphorical castration of baby and mother through the separation of The 

Man to the womb by removing the umbilical cord from his mouth, and the fixation to 

phallic objects: the worm and umbilical cord. 

 The gaps between every scene is used to take the audience elsewhere. The use of 

the audience’s unconscious to bear another form of fetishism. This enables the filmmaker 

to control the audience’s gaze. The audience is forced to feel what is presented in front of 

them. Suture, when the seemingly conscious control of the filmmaker dissolves, is 

achieved as the film progresses thus the audience unconsciously surrenders to the 

filmmaker’s gaze. 

C. AUTEUR THEORY 

 Auteur theory tells that the director’s personal vision shines through the film he 

produces.  Andrew Sarris’ Notes on the Auteur Theory says that this theory has three 

premises with the first premise being the director’s knowledge in technicalities. An artists 
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is not an artist if he does not know how to make his artworks. The second is the director’s 

personal style which is more visible than the first premise. Here, all the visual style and 

elements, the mise-en-scène, and also the director’s personality is seen. This is where you 

express you creativity and your own interpretation of things. Lastly, there is the interior 

meaning. It shows here how the director treats his film as an art. This is where you will 

see the filmmaker’s soul that only he can cast out. This is what makes his film his. 

 In Ave Aves, the filmmaker did not only aim to focus on the technicalities and 

visuals of the film, but also to its core. It is not only to show its audience the literal visual 

point of view of the character or the filmmaker, but it is also used to share the whole 

identity of the character to the audience: knowledge, emotions, moral values, and even 

sympathy. Narcissism has a role in order to identify oneself. It is said that when a child 

looks in the mirror, it starts to realize that the shapeless mass in front of it is itself. It now 

starts to gain the idea of self, the sense of wholeness. Thus in order to identify oneself, we 

need to be whole. In order to be whole, we need to look in the mirror and realize that 

accepting oneself, who we really are, will complete the gaps. 



IV. PRODUCTION PROCESS 

A. PRE-PRODUCTION 

 Ave Aves was not the proposed thesis during Film 199 but it was still an 

experimental film playing with three different images. The filmmaker was trying to make 

a film about suffocation and decided that he will play with three different scenarios with 

three different elements: a girl trapped in a burning field, a man bleeding along the shore, 

and a woman falling in a void endlessly. The panel approved the proposal for Film 200. 

 The filmmaker pitched the film to his friends who had already done their thesis 

films. Giancarlo Abrahan, Whammy Alcazaren, and Chad Cabigon, all thought that the 

core of the film was not ready. They all thought that the film needed more honesty to 

oneself and find what it really wants to say. Giancarlo Abrahan and Chad Cabigon 

decided to help the filmmaker and workshop him. The filmmaker decided that he would 

not defend his Film 200 on the second semester of 2013-2014 

 The workshop started with what pains the filmmaker and he decided to go with 

his relationship with his mother. Since the filmmaker is very visual, they explored this 

emotion with images he wanted to see. He was tasked to write and enumerate numerous 

visuals that would connect to his emotions and these were screened and what would work 

and what would not. The filmmaker then got his inspiration from the pet birds in his 

home. Birds are meant to fly but in this case they are caged. The film grew from the 

filmmaker’s relationship with his mother to accepting who he is. And because of this 

newfound inspiration, the filmmaker decided to push through the production of his film  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during the same semester. Ave Aves took form during the Christmas break of 2013 and 

was scheduled for production in February. 

 The location of the production was held in Brgy. Patar, Bolinao, Pangasinan. The 

filmmaker and his crew consisting of  Whammy Alcazaren for production design, Sasha 

Palomares for cinematography, and Chad Cabigon as the producer and assistant director, 

had oculars twice in Pangasinan. For the scene with The Hunter, the filmmaker decided to 

shoot it at the white sands of Patar to mimic the desert. The Man was decided to be shot 

in Enchanted Cave in Patar. The cave has a pool of natural fresh water and is perfect to 

symbolize a womb. For the scenes of The Bird and The Prince, the giant nest was 

supposed to be constructed in a forest in Sual, Pangasinan but it would be very hazardous 

to burn the nest in the forest. It was then decided to construct the nest in Patar beach. This 

was also a good call because all the locations would be around Patar. 

 The most challenging part of pre-production was the production design. The 

filmmaker’s main worries were the bird costume, its wings, the giant nest, and the fifty 

fake dead birds. For the bird costume and wings, it took a lot of time because it was a full 

body suit of feathers. For the giant nest, Whammy Alcazaren had to construct it with his 

set men one week before the shoot in Patar beach. The costumes for both The Hunter and 

The Prince were inspired by Arabic and Albanian traditional costumes and were 

commissioned to Eivy Rose Lavalle. The production design team had a hard time to find 

fake birds for the raining dead birds sequence. It was last minute when Whammy 

Alcazaren’s production assistant, Analou Sanchez, found them. Since the birds that were 

bought were white, the production design team along with one of the production 
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managers, Bern Torrente, needed to bring the fake birds in advance to Bolinao and paint 

them there to dry. The film had a lot of small details in production design and it took a lot 

of effort and time to complete everything. 

 The filmmaker did not hold any casting call because he was very specific on the 

look of the actor. His first choice was his friend Jake Jereza but unfortunately he was also 

graduating and was also doing his thesis at that time. The filmmaker then chose his model 

friend, Bruce Venida, who has similar facial structures to Jake Jereza. Since Bruce Venida 

is not an actor, he needed a workshop on acting. The filmmaker’s script consultant, 

Giancarlo Abrahan, agreed to workshop the actor. 
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B. PRODUCTION 

 The production was set to be shot in three separate days. The first day having the 

lightest load and the third day having the heaviest. The first day was shot during the 

evening of the arrival in Bolinao, Pangasinan. The sequences are for The Man in the 

cave. The grind started from ten in the evening to just until around two in the morning. 

The biggest struggle during this shoot is the repetitive diving in the pool. The water in the 

cave was really cold and the actor was unclothed for the sequences. Nevertheless, the first 

day went really smooth and was packed up early. 

 The second day of production was for sequences of the The Hunter and the scene 

of the raining dead birds. The crew was in Patar beach at around two in the afternoon. 

The scenes for the The Hunter were fast and finished early. The struggle of the whole 

crew had during this day was the scene of the raining birds. The team had to install two 

ten foot scaffoldings in the beach. Around twenty crew members participated during this 

scene to throw the birds from a high angle. It took ten takes to get the perfect shot 

because the angles of the falling tend to look fake. Fortunately, the team finished the 

sequences before the sun went down. 

 The third and final day was the heaviest. The team was already in Patar beach at 

six in the morning. We gave time to settle down and for breakfast. The team shot the 

sequences with The Prince first and it went smoothly. The were two bird costumes but 

only one set of wings. The plan was to shoot the golden bird next but production design 

team needed more time to finish the details of the costume. By the time the actor was 

dressed up in gold feathers, the filmmaker wasn’t really happy on how it looked and 
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decided to just go with just the golden wings. At around ten in the morning, the team 

finally started to shoot the next sequence. After the  golden bird sequences, it was time to 

shoot the black bird in the giant nest. But it needed more time for the bird costume to be 

painted black. The whole crew had this time to have lunch and rest. When the black bird 

costume was done, it was time to shoot most of the sequences of the day. The team raced 

against the sun to finish all the sequences before it sets. It was also important to finish the 

black bird sequences before sunset to be able to safely light up the whole giant nest to 

flames. Fortunately, everyone managed. The team greeted the setting sun while watching 

the giant nest burn to the ground. Before going back, an idea came up to the team and 

decided to shoot the trailer with the black bird’s silhouette against the burning dome.  

 The filmmaker’s family has a business in Bolinao, Pangasinan which made the 

accommodation free and accessible. Food were cooked within the accommodation by the 

housekeepers and because of this the production was able to save budget. 

 The whole production went very smoothly. Sequences per day were relatively 

light even on the last day.  
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C. POST-PRODUCTION 

 The offline and online editing was done in the post-production house, Outpost. 

Outpost gave the production a student discount which included the camera rentals and 

post. Ben Tolentino was the editor of the film but since the film was more experimental 

and very personal, Ben Tolentino helped more in the technical side of the film. After 

showing the first cut to Giancarlo Abrahan, Chad Cabigon, and Whammy Alcazaren, they 

gave their inputs on how to make the film work better. The filmmaker took their advice 

and this resulted to cutting down sequences, rearranging the film, and also the removal of 

The Prince. 

 The film depended heavily on sound design and only used live sound in one 

sequence. Sound design was done by Film alumna Joyen Santos. It required a whole day 

in her studio in Hit Productions to fully design the film. She used both stock foley and 

live dubbing and foley. The sound design gave more life to the film. 

 When the film was on it’s pre-final draft, the filmmaker showed it to his thesis 

adviser, Professor Sari Dalena together with her husband Dir. Keith Sicat. Gladly, they 

were really happy with the film and asked the filmmaker questions about decisions like 

cutting to black instead of continuous imagery. In the end, the gave the final go for the 

submission of the film for the defense. 
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D. DIRECTING STYLE 

 The filmmaker’s aim for the production was to be able to share his emotion to the 

audience. In order to achieve this, it was important to explain to the whole team the core 

of the film. The filmmaker continues to grow as an artist through collaboration. As a 

collaborator, it important for him to lay down all the necessary visuals and details that he 

thinks are needed but at the same time gain insights from his team. The input of everyone 

is important in order to achieve a higher form of an idea. 

 Without any speaking lines, emotion is more crucial for the director and the actor. 

All the sequences were shot in long takes not only in order to engage the audience more 

into the film, but also in order to show the emotion fully. 

 Time is important for the filmmaker. Pain in reality is not easily forgotten. The 

pain that you felt for years does not deserve to be simply cut and move on to the next 

sequence. Pain deserves to be felt. Thus every second counts. 
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E. VISUAL TREATMENT 

 The filmmaker believes that in order to express emotions, something that is very 

raw, he needs to create his own reality in which he feels best represent them. Ave Aves 

being a fantasy film heavily depended on production design. The filmmaker is very 

meticulous in his visuals thus every detail in the mise-en-scène is important. The plan for 

the film was to insert bird details in all of the personas: the dead birds and the peacock 

bow of the Hunter, the cave as the egg of incubation of The Man, and the giant nest and 

worm of The Bird. Research both in academics and in the field were needed to come up 

with these details.  

 The cinematography of the film was very minimal, symmetrical, and static. 

Stillness is needed in order to focus to the emotion of the film. The filmmaker aims for 

the audience to let the images flow into them slowly so that it sinks in more. The dead 

center framing and negative space is important in order to show emptiness and loneliness. 

Being the center of your own world. To feel alone. To create your won world. 

 The films lighting is very natural and clean in order to match the whole aesthetic 

of the theme. The only time it went different was for the cave sequences of The Man. The 

red and blue lighting in the cave is very important in order to achieve the in-the-womb 

look. These colors came from the embossed illustrations of the heart in doctor’s offices. 

The filmmaker felt that this reference adds more layer into the persona of his relation to 

his mother’s love. 
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D. BUDGET

PRE-PRODUCTION

Food Meeting 1, 825.00 1, 825.00

SUBTOTAL ₱ 1, 825.00

PRODUCTION

Production Design 
Department

Production Designer 5, 000.00

133, 157.06

Wardrobe 5, 000.00

Setmen 13, 800.00

Props 14, 122.00

Prosthetics 53, 550.00

Set Construction 6, 950.00

Wardrobe Materials 6, 000.00

Tools 8, 993.00

Food and Transportation 19, 742.06

Camera Department

Director of Photography 7, 500.00

64, 030.00Camera Equipment Rental 22, 500.00

Lights Rental and Grip 26, 070.00

Scaffolding 4, 960.00

Generator 3, 000.00

Sound Department Sound Equipment Rental 12, 000.00 12, 000.00

Production 
Management 
Department

Food 30, 985.15

103, 130.94Transportation 44, 015.44

Communication 1, 200.00

Location 10, 090.00

Talents 7, 500.00

Office and Data Supplies 9, 340.35

SUBTOTAL ₱ 312, 318.00
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POST-PRODUCTION

Post-Process
Editing and Color Grading 42, 500.00 42, 500.00

CGI 10, 000.00 10, 000.00

Sound Design Fee 10, 000.00 10, 000.00

SUBTOTAL ₱ 62, 500.00

GRAND TOTAL

₱ 376, 643.00



V. SCREENPLAY 

SEQ 1. EXT. DESERT - DAY 

A dry land. 

The Hunter wanders. He searches the sky. 

He aims. 

A bird falls with an arrow through the heart. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 2. EXT. DESERT - NIGHT 

A cold dry land. A dome made of branches and vines. 

It is dark. 

The moon as the only source of light. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 3. INT. CAVE 

The Man is floating in a stagnant body of water in a cave. 

His limbs close to his body like an embryo. 

The water is shallow. 

A tube is in his mouth connecting him to the depths of the water. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 4. INT. NEST 

The Bird looks for food in the sand. 

Its face is seen and it looks up to the sky. 

CUT TO: 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SEQ 5. INT. NEST 

The Bird is choking with a giant worm. 

CUT TO: 

SEQ 6. INT. CAVE 

The heavy breathing of The Man. 

His chest expands and collapses. 

Expands. 

Collapses. 

CUT TO: 

SEQ 7. INT. NEST 

The Bird regurgitates.  

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 8. INT. CAVE 

The Man stands in the middle of the cave. Water until his waist.  

He is exhausted. He breathes heavily. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 9. INT. CAVE 

The Man lies on the cave floor. 

He is naked. Tired. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 10. INT. NEST 

The Bird bends back. He surrenders. 
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CUT TO: 

SEQ 11. EXT. DESERT - DAY 

The Hunter aims. 

CUT TO: 

SEQ 12. INT. CAVE 

The Man’s hand twitches. 

A finger touches the water. 

CUT TO: 

SEQ 13. EXT. DESERT - DAY 

An empty landscape. 

A dead bird falls on the ground. 

Another bird. 

And another. 

It starts to rain birds. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 14. INT. NEST 

The Bird removes its feathers. 

It cries. 

Blood is dripping.  

It continues to pull its feathers. 

Blood on its hands. 

CUT TO BLACK 
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SEQ 15. EXT. DESERT - NIGHT 

The nest is burning. 

The sound of the flames is deafening. 

The nest collapses. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 16. EXT. DESERT - DAY 

The Bird rises from its ashes. Its wings now gold. 

It opens. 

It is free. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 17. EXT. DESERT - DAY 

Lifeless birds on cacti. 

CUT TO BLACK 

SEQ 18. EXT. DESERT - DAY 

Countless dead birds lying on the desert. 

CUT TO BLACK 

END 



VI. SCREEN CAPTURES 
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VII. FACULTY CRITIQUE 

 Ave Aves was was the second film that was presented on the first day of the 

defense. Five panelists were present that morning including the filmmaker’s thesis 

adviser, Professor Sari Dalena. 

 Dr. Grace Javier Alfonso thought that the cinematography was the strength of the 

film. The film was visually pleasing and that the color palette is appropriate for the 

theme. She mentioned that every image in the film were memorable. 

  Professor Roy Iglesias said that images were compelling and found the film 

riveting. He liked the use of the blackness and silence to cut each sequence.  

 Professor Roehl Jamon mentioned that the film’s strength were the visuals, 

rhythm, the play on sound, production design, the cinematography, and the casting. He 

asked the filmmaker if the rights were given for the credits music Blackbird by the 

Beatles. The filmmaker replied that the song’s use is for educational use only. 

 Professor Patrick Campos liked the film but found the lack of exhaustion as 

written in the film’s abstract. He really felt the vomiting and the film’s urge to throw up 

something out. 

 The whole panel were expecting more of the exhaustion. But overall, they were 

positive with the film.  



VIII. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 It has always been a pain to grow up and be confused about how people see your 

identity. To finally accept and produce a film that is very honest to yourself is freeing. To 

be able to achieve this helped the filmmaker to develop not only as a filmmaker but also 

as a man. The whole process from spending a lot of time contemplating what you really 

want to say in the film to actually giving humor to your film’s title says that you are being 

comfortable to who you are. And that is something to be proud of. 

 Learning how to fly is very complicated. Everything needs time. Do your best 

with what you have now and everything will fly into place. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 As a member of the society, we grow up with its beliefs and traditions. We are 

exposed to what is accepted and what is not, what is right and what is wrong. Even after 

all the bombardment of  all these ideologies, the self, our identity, could still contradict 

them. 

 The film is about the frustration and pain of not being able to express one’s 

identity because of the strong norms of society. Growing up knowing that one’s identity 

is not acceptable by the society or simply by one’s family and have accepted that notion. 

The film is also about the confusion of what should one do: express or suppress oneself. 
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II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A. Melancholia (2011) by Lars von Trier  

 Melancholia’s visual style is very powerful. The painting-like visuals during the 

opening sequence had greatly influenced the filmmaker. Very stylized but at the same 

time very minimalist. The opening sequence used slow motion that made it look like a 

moving painting. The filmmaker wants to achieve the same effect, a beautifully crafted 

image with the added tension of the characters’ struggles. 

B. Tony Takitani (2004) by Jun Ichikawa 

 The slowness and the dead center framing of this film had contributed to the 

filmmaker’s visual style. The use of dead center framing to isolate the characters to its 

surroundings. The feeling of not being able to reach the walls around him. The coldness 

and the loneliness. 

C. Social Psychoanalysis 

 The use of this study that analyzes the society and its effects to an individual. The 

society is analyzed with the use of the same psychoanalysis method used to analyze an 

individual.  
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III. DESCRIPTION OF FORMAT 

 The film will be shot in digital format. This filmmaker wants to use digital so I 

could easily experiment on the footage. Since slow motion is one of the key styles of my 

film, shooting in digital would be cheaper and easier to manipulate. 

 The running time would be around 5-7 minutes and would be experimental in 

form.  The film needs to be shot as an experimental because the concept is very organic. 

The only way the filmmaker could really express it is through images and emotions. It’ll 

be really hard to translate the feelings to a narrative. The filmmaker feels that a narrative 

would destroy the fluidity of the emotions. 
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IV. CONCEPT 

 The film revolves around three images: A girl falling endlessly, a wounded man 

bleeding in the sea, and a woman trapped in a burning field. The idea is to show different 

images about suffocation but in different occurrences. The filmmaker wants to suffocate 

the audience with these images. He wants them to feel the suffocation he is feeling now. 

The heaviness of the situation, the confusion. 

 The film will start with the wide shots of the three images.  The comparison of the 

size of the character to his/her surroundings. The filmmaker wants the audience to catch 

the breath after seeing how small the character is. The film will develop as the shots get 

tighter and tighter to the characters and as their struggle with their situations heighten. 

 The film ends with with different outcomes for the three images. The girl falling 

will still keep on falling endlessly, the wounded man in the sea will be able to reach the 

shore and survive, and the burning field would be extinguished by rain. The filmmaker 

gave three different endings for the same situation because he is still trapped in it. He is 

still currently falling. He still does not know if he’ll be able to stand for himself and reach 

the shore, or if the society, or at least his mother who have not accepted the same 

particular identity of others, will accept him for who he is and extinguish the fire between 

them. 
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V. TREATMENT 

 Slow motion is one of the key elements. The feeling of tiredness and stress needs 

to be present. The feeling of being powerless, like the feeling of not being able to run 

when you’re dreaming. The great pull of gravity and the feeling of weightlessness at the 

same time. 

  

 The images would be dark, high in contrast, and desaturated. 

 Dead center framing is essential in order to show the characters’ isolation from 

their environment. It is important to show how small they are compared to their 

surroundings. It is also needed in order to show the characters’ loneliness and 

helplessness.  
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VI. STORYBOARD | VISUAL PLAN 

Girl falling endlessly 

Wounded man floating on water 
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Woman trapped in a burning field 

Girl falling endlessly (side) 
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Wounded man floating on water (side) 

Girl trapped in a burning field 
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VII. PRODUCTION PROCESS 

A. PRE-PRODUCTION 

 The filmmaker needs to find the locations for my three images. The girl falling 

endlessly would be shot in a studio with green screen. The wounded man in the sea needs 

to be shot on a cliff in order to show the vastness of the sea. The burning field should be 

both wide and fairly far from the forest. The forest should still be seen at the back of the 

fire. 

 For the characters, the girl falling endlessly should have long limbs and her body 

structure should be very boney. The filmmaker wants the wounded man to be muscular 

but lean and with very pale skin. The woman trapped in a burning field would have a 

darker but shiny complexion. 

 The filmmaker wants to shoot the film with a two camera setup. An underwater 

camera is needed for the wounded man in the sea. 

 The plan for the woman falling endlessly is to put a harness on her and fan her 

from beneath to achieve the “falling” look. Prosthetics is needed for the man’s wound. A 

lot of blood is needed in order to paint the man’s surrounding in the sea red. For the 

burning field, the filmmaker will need to arrange for firetrucks in order to extinguish the 

fire when needed and also for the rain scene. 
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B. PRODUCTION 

 The three images would be shot in different days. the filmmaker wants to immerse 

himself and his crew to the scene they are shooting. 

 The green screen with the falling girl will be shot in Manila. The lighting is 

important in this scene because she is falling in a dark endless pit. The actor must 

familiarize herself with the harness in order to be able to act properly. 

 The wounded man in the sea will be shot out of town. The important elements 

during the shoot is the cliff that overlooks the sea, underwater camera, and the blood. In 

order to show the character’s isolation, the cliff is needed for a wide top shot. The 

character’s silhouette underwater with the sun’s rays passing through him is also an 

important part.  

 The burning field will also be shot out of town. The ditch where the fire will be 

placed must be done earlier. Firetrucks must be present for emergency and for the rain 

scene. During the shoot itself, the actor and crew must have a safe distance from the fire. 
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C. POST-PRODUCTION 

 I want a quartet or if possible an orchestra for the score of my film. I want to start 

the film with minimal and diagetic sound. As the the film develops, I also want the 

suffocation to not only develop visually but also audibly. I want the orchestra to fill that 

suffocation. 

 I will have to digitally manipulate the green screen for the falling girl. Erase the 

harness and put the appropriate background for the scene. 
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VIII. BUDGET 

 The ideal budget for my final production will be around three hundred thousand 

pesos. 
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APPENDIX B: DEFENSE ABSTRACT 

FILM 200 THESIS 
2ND SEMESTER, AY 2013-2014 

NAME    LLOYD LAURENCE YOUNG ARBOLEDA 
TITLE    “AVE AVES (HAIL TO THE BIRDS)” 
GENRE    EXPERIMENTAL 
TRT     16 MINUTES 18 SECONDS 
LANGUAGE   N/A 
ORIGINAL FORMAT  DIGITAL 

ABSTRACT 

 The exhaustion of veiling one’s desire leads to inner disharmony. This struggle 
will continue to remain until a realization happens - the acceptance of oneself. 
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APPENDIX C: DEFENSE FORMS 
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APPENDIX D: CALL SHEETS 

AVE AVES DAY 1 

Call Sheet 15-Feb-14 Call Time: 4:00 PM

Director: KOJI ARBOLEDA On Set: 5:00 PM

DOP: SASHA PALOMARES Ready to Roll: 7:00 PM

LOCATION Address 

ENCHANTED CAVE Brgy. Patar, Bolinao, Pangasinan

CAVE

SHOT 

1 INT CAVE Man floating in water. Fetal position. WS

2 INT CAVE Hair flowing. ECU

3 INT CAVE Mouth with umbilical cord. ECU

4 INT CAVE Man wakes up. Water up to his chest. MS

6 INT CAVE Man removes umbilical cord from his mouth. 
Vomits. Breaths heavily.

MS

5 INT CAVE Man breaths heavily. WS

7 INT CAVE Man lying down on rock. WS

8 INT CAVE Wet oily skin. Chest expanding from breathing. ECU

9 INT CAVE Finger about to touch water. CU

10 INT CAVE Head half submerged into the water. CU
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AVE AVES DAY 2 

Call Sheet 16-Feb-14 Call Time: 12 NN

Director: KOJI ARBOLEDA On Set: 1:00 PM

DOP: SASHA PALOMARES Ready to Roll: 2:00 PM

LOCATION Address 

BEACH Brgy. Patar, Bolinao, Pangasinan

BIRD AND MAN

SHOT 

1 EXT EXT. BEACH Dry landscape. Hunter enters until center frame. WS

2 EXT EXT. BEACH Hand reaches arrow from quiver. ECU

3 EXT EXT. BEACH Hunter looks up. Aims. ECU

4 EXT EXT. BEACH Hunter aiming up. MS

5 EXT EXT. BEACH Hunter shoots. MS

6 EXT EXT. BEACH Bird on the sand with an arrow through the 
heart.

WS

DEATH

1 EXT EXT. BEACH Dry landscape. Dead birds falling. WS

OPTIONS

1 EXT SHORE Bird kneels down along the shore. WS

2 EXT SHORE Bird stands in the water looking at the sunset. WS
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AVE AVES DAY 3

Call Sheet 16-Feb-14 Call Time: 4:00 AM

Director: KOJI ARBOLEDA On Set: 5:00 AM

DOP: SASHA PALOMARES Ready to Roll: 7:00 AM

LOCATION Address 

BEACH Brgy. Patar, Bolinao, Pangasinan

ADULTHOOD

SHOT 

1
EXT EXT. DOME

Golden Bird standing on ashes.  Wings 
open.

WS

BIRD

1 EXT. DOME Establ ishing shot of  Dome. WS

2 EXT. DOME Detai ls  of  Dome. ECU

COURTSHIP

1 EXT INT. DOME Prince asleep. Bird on i ts  knees. WS

2 EXT INT. DOME Prince’s crystal  crown. ECU

3 EXT INT. DOME Bird’s glowing eyes. ECU

4 EXT INT. DOME Bird regurgitates.  MS

BIRD

3 INT INT. DOME
Bird in the center of  the dome. Covering 

i ts  body with i ts  wings.
WS

4 INT INT. DOME
Detai ls  of  the Bird ( feathers,  beak,  

wings) .
ECU 

5 INT INT. DOME Bird standing up looking at the moon. WS

HEART 
BEAT

1 INT INT. DOME Bird looks up the moon. Bends i ts  back. WS

2 INT INT. DOME Face looking up. CU

3 INT INT. DOME Bird removes mask. MS

4 INT INT. DOME Human face. Eyes closed. CU
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VISION

1 INT INT. DOME Face looking up. Eyes closed. CU

2 INT INT. DOME Head t i l ts  down. Eyes open. MS

3 INT INT. DOME Glowing eyes. ECU

MOLTING

1 INT INT. DOME Feathers with dr ipping blood. ECU

2 INT INT. DOME Hands r ipping out feathers. ECU

3 INT INT. DOME Face in pain. CU

4 INT INT. DOME Blood dr ipping on sand. ECU

DIET

1 INT INT. DOME Hands digging in sand. CU

2 INT INT. DOME Bird l i f t ing worm from below. MS

3 INT INT. DOME Body t i l ts  back.  Opens mouth. MS

4 INT INT. DOME Worm going down. CU

5 INT INT. DOME Mouth Wide open. CU

6 INT INT. DOME
Worm inside mouth. Eyes closed. 
Choking.

MS

NEST

1 EXT EXT. DOME Dome burns. WS
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APPENDIX E: SHOT LIST 

!
SCENE SHOT LOCATION FRAMING SHOT DESCRIPTION

BIRD 1 EXT. DOME WS Establ ishing shot of  Dome.

2 EXT. DOME ECU Detai ls  of  Dome.

3 INT. DOME WS Bird in the center of  the dome. Covering i ts  body with i ts  wings.

4 INT. DOME ECU Detai ls  of  the Bird ( feathers,  beak,  wings) .

5 INT. DOME WS Bird standing up looking at the moon.

HEART BEAT 1 INT. DOME WS Bird looks up the moon. Bends i t  back.

2 INT. DOME CU Face looking up.

3 INT. DOME MS Bird removes mask.

4 INT. DOME CU Human face. Eyes closed.

FLIGHT 1 VOID WS Bird fal l ing l ike an angel.

VISION 1 INT. DOME CU Face looking up. Eyes closed.

2 INT. DOME MS Head t i l ts  down. Eyes open.

3 INT. DOME ECU Glowing eyes.

MOLTING 1 INT. DOME ECU Feathers with dr ipping blood.

2 INT. DOME ECU Hands r ipping out feathers.

3 INT. DOME CU Face in pain.

4 INT. DOME ECU Blood dr ipping on sand.

DIET 1 INT. DOME CU Hands digging in sand.

2 INT. DOME MS Bird l i f t ing worm from below.

  of 1 3

A V E  A V E S  
H a i l  t o  t h e  B i r d s

DIRECTOR KOJI ARBOLEDA

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY SASHA PALOMARES
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3 INT. DOME MS Body t i l ts  back.  Opens mouth.

4 INT. DOME CU Worm going down.

5 INT. DOME CU Mouth Wide open.

6 INT. DOME MS Worm inside mouth. Eyes closed. Choking.

BIRD AND MAN 1 EXT. BEACH WS Dry landscape. Hunter enters unt i l  center f rame.

2 EXT. BEACH CU Hand reaches arrow from quiver.

3 EXT. BEACH MS Hunter looks up. Aims.

4 EXT. BEACH WS Hunter aiming up.

5 EXT. BEACH MS Hunter shoots.

6 EXT. BEACH CU Bird on the sand with an arrow through the heart .

DEATH 1 EXT. BEACH WS Dry landscape. Dead birds fa l l ing.

COURTSHIP 1 INT. DOME WS Prince asleep. Bird on i ts  knees.

2 INT. DOME ECU Prince’s crystal  crown.

3 INT. DOME ECU Bird’s glowing eyes.

4 INT. DOME MS Bird regurgitates.  

NEST 1 EXT. DOME WS Dome burns.

ADULTHOOD 1 EXT. DOME WS Golden Bird standing on ashes.  Wings open.

CAVE 1 INT. CAVE WS Man f loat ing in water.  Fetal  posit ion.

2 INT. CAVE ECU Hair  f lowing.

3 INT. CAVE ECU Mouth with umbil ical  cord.

4 INT. CAVE MS Man wakes up. Water up to his chest.  

SCENE SHOT LOCATION FRAMING SHOT DESCRIPTION

  of 2 3

5 INT. CAVE MS Man removes umbil ical  cord from his mouth. Vomits.  Breaths heavi ly.

6 INT. CAVE WS Man breaths heavi ly.

7 INT. CAVE WS Man ly ing down on rock.

8 INT. CAVE ECU Wet oi ly skin.  Chest expanding from breathing.

9 INT. CAVE CU Finger about to touch water.

SONG

SCENE SHOT LOCATION FRAMING SHOT DESCRIPTION

  of 3 3
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APPENDIX F: FILM POSTER


